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SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study is to examine two important problems 
of topology, the extension problem and the lifting problem. We may 
state the extension problem as follows: given a subset A of a space X 
and a continuous function f: A+Y, does there exist a continuous 
F: X+Y such that F/A = f? The lifting problem reads as follows: given 
two continuous functions f: X+Y and p: X+Y, does there exist a continu­
ous function f: X+X such that pf = f? 
We shall also be concerned with generalizations of the extension 
problem, such as: given two continuous functions f: X+Y and g: X+Z, 
does there exist a continuous h: Y+Z such that hf = g? In the follow­
ing chapters this particular generalization will be referred to as the 
generalized extension problem. Further generalizations of both, the 
extension and lifting problems will be discussed in Chapter II. 
Chapter 0 is a brief summary of some concepts and results of 
topology which are of particular importance to the subsequent text. 
References are given to show where detailed discussions of these 
results may be found. 
Chapter I is divided into two sections. Section 1 is devoted to 
the generalized extension problem mentioned above. We show that, under 
certain conditions, if the map f is compact, then f has an inverse 
(i.e., a map s such that s o f and f o s are the identity maps on X and 
Y, respectively). We then define h = gs from which it follows that 
V 
hf = g. We also show that, if f is an identification map (see [1]), 
and if the map g is suitably restricted, then there exists a map h 
such that hf = g. 
In Section 2 we concentrate on the lifting problem. It is shown 
that, if the map p is a covering projection and the spaces considered 
are path connected, the lifting problem admits a solution. This leads 
us, in a natural manner, into the concept of a lifting function. A 
lifting function for p is a function which sends continuous paths in Y 
to continuous paths in X. We show that, under fairly general condi­
tions, if the map p has a lifting function, then the map f has a lift­
ing f' to X provided that a certain relation exists between the closed 
continuous paths in X and the closed continuous path in X. This last 
result enables us to prove a lifting theorem and some related results 
treated by E. Spanier in [3]. It is felt that the approach taken in 
this thesis is somewhat more intuitive and direct than the one in [3]. 
In Chapter II, algebraic concepts are introduced, on the basis 
of which further generalizations of the extension and lifting problems 
are considered. The first section of this chapter introduces the first 
homotopy group of a topological space, also known as the fundamental 
group of the space. This fundamental group will be the main tool used 
when transforming the topological problem into an algebraic one. In 
Sections 2 and 3 the homotopy extension property and the homotopy lift­
ing property are defined. These change lifting and extension problems 
of a map into a problem of the homotopy class of the map. Also in 
vi 
Section 3 the "lifting theorem" (see [3], 2.4.5) is proved, using the 
results obtained in Section 2 of Chapter I. This lifting theorem gives 
a necessary and sufficient condition for a solution of the lifting 
problem in terms of the fundamental groups of the spaces involved when 
the map p: X-+Y is a fibration. 
The lifting theorem in Section 3 of Chapter II establishes the 
relevance of fibrations to the lifting problem. It is then desirable 
to consider such maps in more detail. In Chapter III, by the use of 
the methods in [1], it is shown that, if the space Y is paracompact, 
the property that a map be a fibration is a local matter. Further 
discussions of local fibrations may be found in [1] and [3]. 
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CHAPTER 0 
INTRODUCTION 
Before dealing with the subject matter of this study, a brief 
summary of some concepts and results of general topology is in order. 
Some of the results are not standard, but are of particular 
importance in the subsequent development. In each case a reference 
is given. 
Y 
Let X and Y be topological spaces and let X be the space of 
all continuous maps from Y into X with the compact open topology 
defined as follows. 
Definition 1. If X and Y are spaces, A GTY and B C Z X » then 
y 
(A,B) denotes the subset of X consisting of all maps f such that 
f(A )CZB . 
Definition 2. If X and Y are spaces, the compact open topology 
Y 
in X is that one having as a subbasis all sets (K,U), where K C Z Y is 
compact and U C T X i-s open. 
. . . Y 
Definition 3, For any two spaces X and Y, the map E: X x Y+X 
defined by E(f,y) = f(y) is called the evaluation map. 
The two following theorems may be found in [2] (Chapter XII, 
Sections 2 and 3). 
Theorem 1. If Y is a locally compact Hausdorff space, the evaluation 
Y 
map E: X x Y+X is continuous. 
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Theorem 2. If Y is a locally compact Hausdorff space and X and Z are 
Y 
spaces, a map g: Z->X is continuous if and only if E o (gxl ): Z x y->X 
is continuous. 
Definition 4. A Hausdorff space is para-compact if each open 
covering has an open nbd-finite refinement. 
Theorem Z ([2], VIII, 2.2). If X is para-compact then X is normal. 
We finish with a summary of some results about cozero sets. 
These results are discussed in detail by [2] (XX, Section 3). 
Definition 5. Let X be a space. An open set UCZX is called 
a cozero set if there is a continuous c: X->I(I = [0,1]) such that 
c ^ ( 0 ) = X - U . cis called the characterizing function for U. 
Theorem 4. Let X be a space. Then 
(a) The intersection of finitely many cozero sets is a 
cozero set. 
(b) The union of any nbd-finite family of cozero sets is a 
cozero set. 
(c) Let U be a cozero set in X and let KC I be compact. 
Then, the set (K,U) is a cozero set. 
Theorem 5. Let X be a space, and let {U^} be a covering of X by 
cozero sets. Assume that {U } can be decomposed into a countable 
P 
k 
collection {U } of nbd-finite families. Then {U } has a nbd-finite 
refinement by cozero sets. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE EXTENSION AND LIFTING PROBLEMS 
Let X and Y be topological spaces and let A be a subset of X. 
Suppose there is a map (continuous function) f: A-*Y. The extension 
problem for f in this case would be to find a map F: X->Y such that 
F(a) = f(a) for all a e A. 
In a more general setting; given two maps f: X->Y and p: X->Z, 
the generalized extension problem for f is to find a map g: Z->Y such 
that g o p = f. In particular then, if f: A-*Y is a map and p: ACJx 
denotes the inclusion map, the problem of finding F above is the same 
as finding a map g: X->Y such that g o p = f. 
For the mappings f and p above, the existence of g is equivalent 
to the existence of a map represented by the dotted arrow which makes 
the following diagram commutative: 
-> Y 
Another well-known problem, which is dual to the generalized 
extension problem, is the lifting problem. 
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Let f be a mapping from X onto Y. A section s of f is a 
mapping from Y into X such that s is a right inverse of f, i.e. 
f o s = l y. 
Given maps f: X->Y and p: X->Y, a lifting of f is a map f' 
represented by the dotted arrow which makes the following diagram 
commutative. 
/ 
f' / 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
: > Y 
If f is the identity map l y from Y onto Y, then the lifting f 
(if such a lifting exists) is a section of p. 
Extensions and liftings do not always exist; for example: 
Let S"^  be the unit sphere and let E"'" be the unit ball in 
(Euclidean plane). 
If 1 1 : S^ ->S^  is the identity map, then there is no map F: E^S"^ 
S 
so that F(x) = 1 (x) = x for x e S"^  (this fact is equivalent to the 
S
 ! 
Brouwer fixed point theorem for E ). 
1 ix 
Also, if p: R^ ->S is the exponential map p(x) = e then the 
identity map can not be lifted in R, because any map g: S^ ->R^  must 
send at least one pair of points to a single point. 
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1. The Extension Problem 
Let us consider again the diagram 
X 
f Y 
/ 
P g / 
Z 
where f and p are given maps. 
It is clear from this diagram that if we hope to find a con­
tinuous g such that gp = f, it is necessary that if x,x'ep 1(z) for 
some zeZ then f(x) = f(x'). p "'"(z) is called the fiber of p over z. 
Thus a necessary condition for the existence of g is that f be con­
stant on the fibers of p. 
Proposition 1. Given maps f: X+Y and p: X+Z, a function g: Z+Y with 
gp = f exists if and only if f is constant on the fibers of p. 
Proof. The necessity has already been established above. 
If if is constant on the fibers of p, simply define g: Z+Y 
by g(z) = y if y = f(x) where xep "'"(z). Then g is well defined and 
gp = f. 
Throughout the remainder of this section f: X-*Y and p: X->Z 
will be mappings such that f is constant on the fibers of p. Then the 
generalized extension problem would be solved if the map p had a 
section s. 
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Finding such a section is equivalent to the problem of finding 
a subset A of X for which p/A: A+Z is a surjection with a continuous 
inverse. 
Definition 1. A mapping f: X->-Y is said to be compact if for 
every compact subset C of Y, f "'"(C) is also compact. This is not the 
usual definition of a compact map [f 1(C)] compact for compact C d f(X) . 
Proof. Let C be a closed set in X and let y Q be a limit point 
of f(C). 
Since Y is first countable, there is a sequence {yn} in f(C) 
converging to y Q . Clearly, ^Y n^ L J i s a compact subset of Y. 
Hence, f "'"({y^ } \J {y}) is compact in X. 
Let x eC O f "^(y )• Then {x } is a sequence in f 1({y }l J 
n n n n w , 
{y}). Therefore {x^} has a limit point, say X q . Since C is closed, 
x eC. 
o 
By the continuity of f, it follows that f( x Q) is a limit point 
.of {y^* Since Y is Hausdorff it follows that f( x Q) = V Q» and hence 
that yQef(C). 
Corollary 2.1 With the hypothesis of Propositions 1 and 2 it follows 
that, if f/A: A->-Y is a bisection and A is closed, then f has a section. 
A similar result to Proposition 2 may be obtained by using nets. 
Proposition Z. Let f: X+Y be a continuous function. 
Assume that Y is a locally•compact Hausdorff space. Then f is closed 
if f is a compact map. 
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Proof. Let C be a closed subset of X, and let y be a limit 
J
 o 
point of f(C). 
Let K be a compact neighborhood of y Q and let (ya) be a net in 
K i O f ( C ) converging to y . 
Let x E f "'"(y )f) C. Since f "*"(K) is compact in X it follows 
a a 
that the net {x } has a limit point, say x . Since C is closed, 
a r J o i 
x EC. 
o 
Therefore, since f is continuous, f(x ) is also a limit point 
o r 
of {y }. Since Y is Hausdorff, f(x ) = y = y £ f(C). Ja o o Jo 
Corollary 3.1 With the hypothesis of Proposition 2 it follows that 
if f/A: A-+Y is a bijection and A is closed, then f has a section. 
Proposition 4. Let f: X-*Y and p: X-*Z be continuous. Then if p,f,X 
and Z satisfy the hypothesis in Corollary 2.1 or Corollary 3.1, it 
follows that there is a mapping g: Z-*Y such that f = gp. 
Proof. From the corollaries it follows that p has a Section 
s: Z-*X. Define g = fs. 
Let p: X-*Z be a surjective map and let R be the relation on X 
defined by: xRX' if p(x) = p(x'). This relation is an equivalence 
relation. Let [x] denote the equivalence class containing x. 
Let X/R be the space of equivalence classes with the identifi­
cation or quotient topology induced by the function h: X->X/R defined 
by: h(x) = [x] (for a discussion on identification topologies see [2], 
p. 121). 
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f 
Lemma 1. Let f: X-*Z be a continuous surjection. Then f is an 
identification if and only if for each function g: Z-*Y, the continuity 
of g o f implies that of g. 
Proof. Necessity: Assume that f is an identification and that 
g o f is continuous. Then, for each open UCZ Y » (gf) ^ "(u) = 
f ~*"(g ~*"(U)) is open in X. Since f is an identification, it follows 
that g "*"(U) is open in Z: g is therefore continuous. 
Sufficiency: Let X/R be Z with the identification topology 
induced by f. Let f: X-*X/R be the identification map and let 
i: Z+X/R be defined by i(z) = [x], x e f~1(z). Then f = i f . By the 
condition, it then follows that i is continuous. But i is clearly 
continuous. Therefore i is a homeomorphism and hence., f is an identi­
fication . 
Combining Proposition 1 with Lemma 1 we obtain 
Proposition 5. Let p be a surjective map and let F be the collection 
of maps f: X+Y for which f is constant on the fibers of p. There is a 
solution to the generalized extension problem for f z F if and only if 
the map p is an identification. 
Proof. By Proposition 1 a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of a function g: Z-*Y is that f be constant on the 
fibers of p. The proposition now follows from Lemma 1. 
2. The Lifting Problem and Lifting Functions 
In this section we shall concentrate on the lifting problem. 
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Proposition 1. Let f: X-*Y and p: X-+Y be mappings. If p, Y and X 
satisfy the hypothesis in Corollary 2.1 or Corollary 3.1, Section 1 
(on f, X and Y), then there is a lifting f of f. 
Proof. If s is a section of p, define f' = sf. 
Proposition 2. Let A and B be topological spaces and let X = A><B. 
Let p: X->A be the projection onto the first factor. Then, given any 
map f: X+A there exists a map f1: X+X such that pf = f. 
Proof. If f: X+A is a map, define f1: X+X by f (x) = (f(x)9b ) 
for some fixed b Q e B. Clearly, f is continuous and pf = f. 
Proposition 3. If p: X->Y and f: X->Y are maps such that f 1(y) is open 
for every y e Y, then there is a lifting f of f. 
Proof. Since {f ''"(y)} y covers X and f 1(y 1) Pi f 1(y 0) = <J> if 
^1 ^ ^ 2' f o l l o w s t n a t t n e function f1: X->X, defined by f (x) = 
x e p ^(f(x)), (f constant on f "^ "(f(x))], is continuous. 
Definition 1. Let p: X->Y be a map. An open set UCZ Y is said 
to be evenly covered by p if p \u) is the union of a family of pair-
wise disjoint open sets such that each one of these open sets is 
homeomorphic to U under p. 
Definition 2. Given a map p: X->Y, we say that p is a covering 
projection if for every element y e Y there exists an open set U in Y 
containing y and which is evenly covered by p. 
Examples: A homemorphism is a covering projection. 
1 27i"ix 
The exponential map exp: R^ ->S defined by exp(x) = e is a 
covering projection. 
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Also the map p^: S^-S1 -defined by P n( z) = z1 f° r a n Y positive 
integer n is a covering projection. 
Definition 3. Let X be a topological space. A path go from a 
point x^ to a point x^ in X is a continuous function from the unit 
interval into X such that go(0) = x^ and go(1) = . 
Proposition 3. Let p: X-*Y be a covering projection and let oo: I-+Y be 
a path in Y such that go(0) = p(x ) for some x e X. Then, there exists 
c
 o o 
a path go in X such that poo = go and go(0) = x . 
Proof. Let go:I-*Y be a path. If t e I then there exists an open 
set in Y which contains oo(t) and which is evenly covered by p. 
Since go is continuous there exists a 6^_ > 0 such that if 
t' e (t-6 ,t+6 ) then Go(t') e U . 
Since p is a covering projection, there is for each t e I an 
open set in Y containing oo(t) and a 6^_ > 0 such that the conditions 
above are satisfied. 
The family { (t-6
 5t+6^_) | tel} is an open covering of the compact 
set I. Therefore there are tn , * * * ,t in I such that 
1 n 
n 
I I (t.-6.,t.+6.) )l. We may assume that t <t <---<t and that there 
.w 1 1 1 1 — 1 2 n i=l 
are no superfluous subintervals in the finite subcovering. Clearly 
a C O M O . t ^ ) and (t.^-6. . _ J (~) (t.-6. , t.+«. ) i +. 
Let x be an element in X such that p(x ) = go(0). 
o o 
Since p is a covering projection, p ~^ (U^ ) = UF^ where F^ is a 
family of disjoint open sets such that if V e F1 then p/V: V-HJn is a 
homeomorphism. 
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Clearly, there is a unique e such that X q e V^. 
Let t1 e [O,t 1+6 1)0 ( t 2" < S2' t2 + < S2 }' T h e n £ U l ^ V 
Let be that unique element in such that p(x^) = co(t^). 
Define u^: [0,t ]-*X by a^Ct') = ((.p/V )~1ou) (t' ) for 
t' e [0,t^]. Then, oo^ (0) = x^ and ^("t^) = x . Again, since p is a 
covering projection, p "^(U^ ) = UF^ where F^ is a family of disjoint 
open sets such that if V e F^  then p/V: V-HJ^  i s a homeomorphism. 
Now, p(x^) = o)(t ) e ^ j_^^2' ^2 ^ e unique open set 
in F^ such that x^ e . 
Let t 2 e (t 2-« 2.t 2+« 2)n(t 3-« 3,t 3 +« a). 
Then o)(t ) e U f\ U . Let x be that unique element in V such 
£ Z. o Z. Z. 
that p(x 2) = o)(t2). 
Define t^: [t-^t >X by a)2(tf) = ((p/V^ - 1 o a))(tf) for 
t' e [t^jt^]. Then ^ ^ l ^ = x l 9 a n <^ ^2^2^ = X 2 ' Continue this 
process n times. We then have the following: '^ 2 '' ' ''^n-1 s u c ^ that 
oo(t. ) e U . r\ U. , _ ; xn ,xn,. . . ,x . in X such that p(x. ) = to(t. ), open 1 1 1 1 l+l 1 2 n-1 1 1 
sets Vn ,...,V such that x. .,x. e V. and p/V.: V.-HJ. is a homeomor-1' n l-l 1 1 ^ 1 1 1 
phism and finally, we have u. , .. . ,u) where oi. = [t. , ,t.] -> X is the 
r J
 I n 1 1 -1 1 
continuous function given byuK(t') = ((p/V^) ~*~ o cj)(t') for 
t' e [t. .,t.]« such that cj.(t. .) = x. _ and cj.(t.) = x.. Here, l-l 1 1 l-l l-l 1 1 1 
t = 1 and t = 0 . 
n o 
Define u>(t) = dLCt) if t e C ^ ^ t . . ] . 
This path a) is then the desired lifting for co. 
It may seem that the construction above depends upon the choice 
of U's. However, once we specify a single point of co, then the rest of 
12 
the path is uniquely determined. More precisely: 
Proposition 4. Let p: X+Y be a covering projection and let OJ^ and OJ^ 
be paths in X such that pu), = pu)_ and OJ. (t ) = w_(t ) for some t E L . 
1 2 1 o 2 o o 
Then a) (t) = UIGCT) for all T E L . 
Proof. Let A = {i: I a>_ (t) = a)_(t)}. By hypothesis t E A. 
1
 1 2 o 
It will be proved that A is open and closed in I. This implies, since 
I is connected, that A = I. 
Let t^ E A and let U be a neighborhood of pw^(t^) evenly covered 
by p. 
Let F be a family of disjoint open sets in X such that UF = 
p \u) and such that if V E F then p/V: V-HJ is a homeomorphism. 
Let V be that unique open set in F such that ^(tj) = 
o)2(t1) e V. 
Let t e (V)H w 2 (V). Then a> (t) e V and a>2(t) e V. Also 
pw^(t) = pw2(t) by hypothesis. But p is one to one on V. Thus 
^(t) = w 2(t). 
It follows that w 1~ 1(V ) Q aJ 2 _ 1(V ) C A- Therefore, A is open 
in I. 
Let t^ be a limit point of A. Let U be the same open set above 
and let and V 2 be open sets in X containing w^(t^) and 0J 2(t^), 
respectively, where V^, V 2 e F (F defined as above). 
If = V 2 it follows that u>^ (t^ ) = w2(t^) and hence, that 
t 1 E A. 
If ^ V 2 then V^O V 2 = cf>. But this is impossible since OJ^ 
and o>2 are continuous and t^ is a limit point of A. 
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Thus t 1 e A =^  A is closed in I. 
Definition 4. A space X is said to be contractible to X q in X if 
there is a continuous function F: X x I+X such that F(x,0) = X q and 
F(x,l) = * for all x e X. 
Example. The unit ball E n in R n is contractible to the origin 
Let F: E n x ]>En be given by F(x,t) = t • x for x e E n. 
Proposition 5. Let p: (X,X q) (Y,V q) be a covering projection and let 
f: (X,x ) (Y,y ) be a map. If X is contractible to x , then f can be 
lifted to- (X,x ). 
Proof. Since X is contractible to X q there exists a map 
F : X x I + Y such that F(x,0) = V q and F(x,l) = f(x) for all x e X. 
Let u)_,
 N: I-*Y be defined by u>-, .(t) = F(x,t). Then OJ^, Al) = f(x) f(x) J f(x) . f(x) 
and ^ f ( x )(0) = y Q. Define f : (X,X q) + (X,X q) by f'(x) = ajf(x^(l) 
where wf( x) i-s f n e unique lifting of ^ f^) beginning at X Q . 
Recall the construction of a) r / N from Proposition 3. Using the 
f(x) 
same notation as in the proof of Proposition 3, U^ is an evenly covered 
neighborhood of f(x). 
Let x^ e X and let 0 be an open set in X such that f 'Cx^) z 0-
Since p is an open map, it follows that p(0) is an open set. 
If U., , .. . ,U are the construction sets for GO., \ we have that V n f(x ) 
F ( x 1 , [ t i _ 1 , t i ] ) C Z U 2 for i=l,...,n. 
Since [t^ ^ s compact, there exists an open set S_^  in X 
which contains x^ and such that F (S^, [t^^ ,t^] ) C Z U £ • 
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Using the notation of Proposition 3, is the open set in X 
containing f f(x n) such that p/V : V ~ U . 
1 n n n 
Let V = V n H 0 then f f(x 1) e V and p/V: V * p(V)C~U n. 
Let N be an open set in X such that x-^ N and F(N,1)(3 p(V)C^U 
n 
Let T = (P| S . ) 0 N. Then x e T. 
i=l 1 
Suppose x e T. Then FCx-pCt^^t^] )CZ U£ for i=l,...,n. As in 
Proposition 3, we may construct a path oo such that oo(0) = 
x , oo([t. ,
 9t .])C~V. f o r i=l,...sn, and poo = w-, o l-l l ^ - i r f(x) 
Thus poo(l) e p(V) and since p/Vn: V n = l^, it follows that 
ai(l) £ V. 
But by Proposition 4 we know that oo = ^ f ^ x y Since ff(x) = 
ojf(x)^"0 = e V(^0 and x is arbitrary in T, we have f f(T)dO 
and hence, fT is continuous. 
Definition 5. Let o)^  and oo2 be paths in X. 
We say that a)^  and oo^are homotopic paths,- and we write a)^  - oo^ , 
if there exists a map -F: I x I X such that F(t,o) = a) (t) 9 
F(t,l) = oo2(t) for all t e I; and F(0,tf) = 0^(0), F(l,t') = u^d) 
for all t' e I. 
Thus a necessary condition for and oo2 to be homotopic is 
that 0^(0) = a)2(0) and a) (1) = 0^(1). 
Definition 6. If and oo2 are paths in X such that u^d) = 
u>2(0), then co^  * oo2 is the path defined by 
( ^ U g ) ( t ) = 
o)1(2t) if 0<t<l/2 
o)Q(2t-l) if l/2<t<l, 
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It is easy to show that oj-^ oj^  is continuous. 
Let p: X->Y be a map. Define Y to be the subspace of 
X x Y 1 given by 
Y = {(x,oj) | (x,oj) e X x y 1 and p(x) = a>(0)} 
Define p: X*-*Y to be the map p(oj) = (w(0),poj) where X 1 and Y 1 are given 
the compact open topology described in Chapter 0. Then it is clear 
that p is a map. 
Definition 7. Given a map p: X-*Y, a lifting function for p is a 
continuous function X: Y->X"^  such that pX = 1^ • 
Thus a lifting function assigns to each point x e X and path oj in 
Y starting at p(x), a path X(x,oj) in X starting at x such that 
pX(x,oj) = co. 
Definition 8. A map p: X->Y is said to have the unique path 
lifting property if given paths u>^  and in X such that 0)^ (0) = (^ (O) 
and po)1 = pw^s then a>1 = a^. 
As Proposition 4 shows, if p is a covering projection, then it 
has the unique path lifting property. 
Proposition 6. If p: X->Y is a covering projection then p has a 
lifting function. 
Proof. Let (x,oj) e Y. Define X(x,oj) to be the path co starting 
at x which was constructed in the proof of Proposition 3. Let 
U ,. .. ,U and V ,. ; . ,V be the sets used to construct co in the proof of 
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Proposition 3. Recall that ^ ^ i _ 1 » t . ] ) C v i and wCE^ ,1^]) C^LL 
for i=l,...,n. 
By Proposition 4 we see that X is a function from Y to X^. We 
show next that X is continuous. 
Let (K,V) be a subbasic open set in X^" containing co = A(x,co). 
By definition <J(0) = x e V and clearly w( [t^-^tj 0 K)CZvP) V i. 
Let S = [f\ ([t._l5t.]5U.)) 0 ( n (KnCt^^t . D^CV . O v ) ) ) . 
i=l i=l 
Then, GO e S. If x e V then let U = v f ) V ; otherwise let U = V . 
Then (x,a») e UxS. 
Let (x1,a)1) e UxS D Y. Then, as in the proof of Proposition 3. 
a path oo^  in X may be constructed such that co^ (0) = x^, poo^  = oo^  and 
to^ ([t. ] _ ' ^ ] ) C Z V ^ for i=l,...,n. Since p is a homeomorphism on 
n 
and a) e D ( K O C t ^ j t ^ p C V ^ V)) it follows that e (K,V). But 
i=l 
oo^ (0) = x^ and hence, by Proposition 4, it follows that OJ^ = A(x^,co^). 
We have shown that X(U x SP|Y)C(K,V). Therefore A is continu­
ous . 
Definition 9. A space X is said to be locally path connected if 
it has a basis consisting of path connected open sets. 
It follows immediately that: 
Proposition 7. A space is locally path connected if and only if path 
components of open sets are open. 
Lemma 1. Let p: X-*Y be a map and suppose that p has a lifting function 
A. Assume that A lifts, constant paths in p(X) to constant paths in X. 
Then, if oo^  and oo^  are paths in Y such that to^  - co^  and 
17 
p(x ) = co.(O) = co.(0) for some x e X, it follows that X(x ,co- ) 
o 1 2 o o 1 
« X(xo,u>2). 
Proof. Let F: Ix ]>Y be a homotopy from co^  to . Then 
F(t,0) = oo^t), F(t,l) = u>2(t) and F(0,t') = 00-^0), F(l,t'-) = u> (1) 
for all t' e I. 
For each t e I define Ft: I+Y by F (t') = F(t',t). Then 
F = co, and Fn = co_. o 1 1 2 
Next define f: I+Y to be the map f(t) = (x ,F ). Clearly, 
f(t) e Y. We shall prove that f is continuous. 
Let t e I and let (K,V) be a subbasic open set in Y^" containing 
F 
*0 
If t' e K then F (t' ) = F(t',t ) e V. 
0 
Since F is continuous there exists open sets U , and , in I 
such that t' e U ,, t e 0 , and F(Ut, 90 , )CZv • 
Since for each t' e K there are corresponding U^ _, and 0 , , we 
have an open covering {U^,} of K. Since K is compact there are 
n 
U ,. . . ,U such that K G (J U . 
1 n n i=l n 
Let 0 = 0 0^ where corresponds to the above. Then 
i=l 
t e 0. 
0 
Now, let t" e 0 and let t' e K. Thus t' e U for some i. 
i 
Clearly t" e 0 . Therefore F ,(t') = F(t',t") e V. Thus F e (K,V) 
2 
and it follows f(0)(Z (K,V). .*. f is continuous. 
1 xf 1 xA 
I - I ~ I E " 
Define G: IxI->X as the composition 1*1 KExY KExx —*X 
where E is the evaluation map defined in Chapter 0. 
Since f is continuous, it follows from Theorem 2 in Chapter 
that G is a continuous function. 
Now, 
G(t,0) = (tfoUjXA) o (lIxf))(t,0) 
= (Eo(l;[xX))(t,f(0)) 
= E(t,X(x0,F0)) = X(x0,F0)(t) 
= X(x0,Wl)(t) 
and 
G(t,l) = X(xQ,F1)(t) = X(x0,O32)(t). 
Also, 
G(0,t) = X(x ,F )(0) = x Q for all t e I 
and 
pG(l,t) = pX(x0,Ft)(l) = Ft(l) = u^U) 
for all t e l . Thus pG(l,t) is a constant path and therefore the 
hypothesis implies that G(l,t) is the same point in X for all t e I 
We have shown that G is a homotopy from X(xn,ai1 ) to X(x N,0J O). 
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Lemma 2. Let X be a lifting function for p: X->-Y. If p has the unique 
path lifting property then X lifts constant paths in p(X) to constant 
paths in X. 
Proof. The constant path at x clearly must be the lifting of 
the constant path at p(x). 
Definition 10. Given a path co, co 1 is defined by co 1(t) = 
co(l-t) for t e l . 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. 
Proposition 7. Let p: (X,xQ) (Y9y ) and f: (X,xQ) (Y,yQ) be maps. 
Assume that X is path connected and locally path connected. If p has 
the unique path lifting property and if it has a lifting function X, 
then a lifting f!: (X,xQ) •+ (X,xQ) for f exists if and only if, given 
a closed path co at x Q in X, there exists a closed path co at x Q in X such 
that fco - pco. 
Proof. The condition is clearly necessary. We show that the 
converse is also true. 
Let x e X and let co be a path from x„ to x. Let us fix this 
x 0 
path once and for all. Then is a path from y Q to f(x). 
Define f : (X,xQ) + (X,xQ) by f'(x) = X(xQ,fcox)(l). 
Clearly pf!(x) = f(x). We show next that f is continuous. 
Let x e X and let 0 be an open set in X containing f'(x) = 
X(x.,fco )(1). 0 x 
n
 . I 
Since X is continuous there is an open set C\ (K.,U.) in Y 
n i=l 1 1 
containing fco such that X([{xQ} x f) (K^IL)] QY) d ( {1}, 0). 
i = l 
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Enumerate the K.'s so that for some integer k, 0<k<n, 
1
 k 
1 e K 0 K O . . . H 1 ^ a n d 1 i • U K . Then (1) e 0 U± 
k ' i=l 
and OJ (1) e f ( f] U.). 
X
 . }=1 1 
Since X is locally path connected, the path component V in 
-1 k f (0 U.) containing OJ (1) = x is an open set in X. 
. _ 1 x i=l n 
Choose t < 1 so that co ([t ,1])CV a n d [tn,l]n < U K. ) = c 
i=K+l 
We now show that f'(V)CZ0 from which it will follow that f is 
continuous. 
Let x' e V and let OJ' be a path in V from OJ (tn) to x'. Define 
x 0 
co: I-*X by 
co(t) = 
OJ (t) if 0<t<t. 
x - 0 
t-t. 
1-t. 
if t0<t<_l 
Then OJ is a path from x„ to x'. For i > k, fco(K. ) = fco (K.)C~~U. 
r
 0 I X I — l 
For i < k, 
fu(K±) = fco(K..N [0,tQ]) U fuC^O Ct0,l]) 
Cf" (K.)U fo)'(I) x i 
C u . U f ( v ) = u . . 
We have shown that fOJ e D (K.,U.). 
i=l 1 1 
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Thus X(xQ,foo) e ({l},0) and hence, x = X(x0,foo)d) e 0. We show that 
f~*"(x') = x and the proof will then be completed. 
Consider the path GO . in X from x n to x' used to determine 
x 0 
F^x'), and let GO = GO * GO-"!". Then GO(0) = GO(0) = x n and GO(1) = a)~^ (2-l) 
x' 0 x' 
GO "I'd) = GO ,(0) = xrt. Therefore GO is closed at x^ and by hypothesis, 
x' x' 0 0 
there exists a closed path GO at x^ in X such that pco - fco. 
C le ar ly, 
fco = f (GO*GO , ) 
x' 
= f0J*fOJ "1" = f GO" (f (jO , ) 1 . 
x' x' 
Ey unique path lifting X ( X Q , P G O ) - GO. 
It then follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 that GO = X ( X Q , P G O ) - X(x ,foo) 
and therefore X(x.,foo)(l) = GO(1) = x . Now, 
0 0 
pX(xQ,foo) = f GO 
fGO ^ 
X ' 
o 
f 
t . l] 
z 2 + 2j — ± 
By unique path lifting then, 
x' 
X(xQ,fG0) h i = X(x,(f(0x,)_1](t) 
Thus x(x,(fco ,) ^ (l) = x . Therefore X (J 
( 
[X(x,(fu> ,)"1)]"1(0) = x(x,(foo = x n. 
X x u 
Since pX(x,(fco .)"'") = (fco . ) ~*~ it follows that 
x' x' 
p[X(x,(foo = [pX(x,(foo 
X X 
= ((fv)- 1)" 1 
= f OJ . . 
X ' 
By unique path lifting 
[X(x,(fco = X(xn,foo ,) 
X U X 
and therefore 
x = X(x,(fco ,)_1)(0) = [X(x,(fco ,)"1)]"1(1) = X(xn,fco ,)(1). x' x' 0 x' 
But, by definition, X(xrt,foo ,)(1) = f'(x'). We have shown that 
O x ' 
x = f'(x1). 
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CHAPTER II 
FIBRATIONS AND COFIBRATIONS 
1. The Fundamental Group 
In this section the fundamental group of a space will be con­
structed. This group will allow us to transform certain topological 
problems into algebraic ones. 
Definition 1. Let X be a space. A loop in X is a path co: I->X such 
that co(0) = co(l), i.e. a loop is a closed path. 
Throughout the remainder of this section all paths considered 
will be loops in X with end and origin at x^. 
As before, if co^  and co^  are homotopic, then we shall write 
co^  - co^ . This is easily seen to define an equivalence relation on the 
loops in X, in fact, on all paths in X. The equivalence class con­
taining co will be denoted by [co]. 
Given loops co^  and co^  in X, define [co^ ] * [co^ ] to be the 
equivalence class [co^co^]. We then have 
Proposition 1, Given loops co^  and co^  in X, the operation defined by 
[co^ ] * [co^ ] = [co^ co^ ] is well defined. 
Proof. We must show that if to^  - co^  and co^  - ^ 2 ~^eT)-
So let F : - co2 and F 2: w - co2. 
2 4 
Define 
G(t,t') = 
fF1(2t,t') if 0<t<l/2 
F (2t-l9tf) if l/2<t<l 
Since F^ljt') = x Q = F2(0,t') for all t' e I, it follows that G is 
continuous. 
Now, 
G(t,0) = 
F1(2t,0) 
F2(2t-1,0) 
o)1(2t) 
o)2(2t-l) 
= 0) *0) (t) 
and 
G(t,l) = 
F1(2t,l) 
F2(2t-l,l) 
o)1(2t) 
u2(2t-l) 
= (Dj*^ (t) 
Also G(0,t') = Fl(0,t') = x Q and G(l,t') = F2(l9t') = x Q for 
all t 1 e l . 
Therefore G: u^w^ - CO^*(JO2. 
Note: This result is true for any paths ux^  and oo2 such that 
0^(1) = io2(0). 
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Proposition 2. Let w-^c^ and 0 ) 3 be paths (not necessarily closed) in 
X such that o) ( 1 ) = w 2 < 0 ) and ^ ( D = WgCO). Then (OJ-^'O^) * 0 J 3 = 
Proof. Define a homotopy G: Ixl+X by 
Then, 
G(t,t') = 
0) 4t 
1 t'+l 
o)2(4t-t'-l) 
4t-2-t' 
2-t 
if 0 < t < t'+l 
.r: t'+l ^ t'+2 
if — : — < t < — : — 
if t'+2 <-t < 1 . 
G(t,0) = 
o)1(4t) 
o)2(4t-l) 
o)3(2t-l) 
if 0 < T < -
I F ~ < T < \ = [ ( O ) 1 * O ) 2 ) * O ) J ( T ) 
if i- < t < 1 
G(t,l) = 
O)1(2t) 
o)2(4t-2) 
0)3(4t-3) 
if 0 < t < -
if ^  < t < i 2 ~ " 4 
I F I < T < 1 
= ( 0 ) ^ ( 0 ) ^ 0 ) 3 ) ) ( T ) 
Also, G(0,t') = OJ1(0) and G(l,t') = 0 ) 3 2-t i 2 _ t » 
t' e I. Thus we shall be finished if G is continuous. 
= ^ 3 ( 1 ) for all 
0) , 
t'+l 
t'+l 
o)1(l) = to2(0) = o)2 t'+l - t' - 1 
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for all t' e I. 
Also, 
OJ2(1) = OJ3(0) = o>3 
t'+2 
-2-t 
2 - t ' 
for all t' e I. It then follows that G is continuous. 
Corollary 2.1 The operation * in Proposition 1 is associative on the 
set of equivalence classes. 
Proposition 3 If C^: I->X denotes the constant path at x, then 
[OJ*C ] = [OJ] = [ C *OJ] for any loop OJ in X. 
o o 
Proof. Define F: IxI-*X by 
F(t,t') = 
2t 
t'+l 
if 0 < t < t'+l 
"t'+l if — — < t < 1 
Since OJ 
ous. 
,(t'+l) 
t'+l 
= OJ(1) = x for all t', it follows that F is continu-
o 
F(t,o) = 
oj(2t) if 0 < t < 1/2 
x if 1/2 < t < 1 
o ~ 
= OJ*C (t) 
o 
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F(t,l) = co(t). Also, F(0,t') = co(0) = X q = F(l,t') for all t 1 e I. 
Thus F = co*C - co. We can show in a similar manner that C *co-co. 
x x 
o o 
Proposition 4 Let P(X) be the set of equivalence classes of loops at 
X q in X. Then (P(X),*) is a group. 1 
Proof. By Propositions 1, 2, and 3, * is an associative opera­
tion and [C ] is the identity map. We need only prove that [co] has 
o 
an inverse for all [co] e P(X). 
If [co] e P(X), define [co]"1 = [co-1] (recall that co_1(t) = 
co(l-t)). 
Define F: Ixl+X by 
F(t,t») = 
fco((l-t' )2t) if 0 < t < 1/2 
lu>((2-2t)(l-t')) if 1/2 < t < 1 
Since 
((l-t')2(l/2)) = co(l-t') 
= co((2-2(l/2))(l-f) 
for all t' e I, it follows that F is continuous. 
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F(t,0) = 
'o>(2t) if 0 < t < 1/2 
oj(2-2t) if 1/2 < t < 1 
oj(2t) 
OJ 1(2t-l) 
= OJ*OJ 1(t) 
F(t,l) = O J ( O ) = x . Also F(0,t') = OJ(0) = x and F(0,t') = OJ(0) = x . 
o o o 
Thus F: OJ*OJ ^ - C which proves that [OJ ^ ] is a right inverse of [OJ]. 
X
° -1 This is enough to show that [OJ ] is the inverse of [OJ]. 
This group is the first homotopy group or fundamental group of 
the space X at the point X q and is denoted by T T ( X , X O ) . 
Since any closed path at X q (and any homotopy between closed 
path) must lie in the path component A of X containing X q , it follows 
that 7 T ( A , X q ) is isomorphic to T T ( X , X o ) . Hence the fundamental group can 
give information about path components alone. It is easy to show that 
if X is path connected then T T ( X , X o ) is isomorphic to ^ (XjX^) for any 
X Q , X 1 e X (see [3], p. 151) 
2. The Homotopy Extension Property 
In Section 1 of Chapter I a generalization of the extension 
problem was formulated. The new problem was then called the generalized 
extension problem. By relating the concept of homotopy to the extension 
problem a new problem may be obtained. The homotopy extension problem 
can be stated as follows: 
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Given a map f: A-»-Y where A(^ [ X, does there exist a map h: X^ -Y 
such that h/A is homotopic to f. We also have the generalized homotopy 
extension problem: given maps f: X-^-Y and g: X-»-Z, does there exist 
h: Y-*Z such that hf is homotopic to g. 
We begin by extending the concept of homotopy to arbitrary 
mappings. 
Definition 1. Let f,g: X-»-Y be mappings. Then f is said to be 
homotopic to g relative to ACZx, and we write f - g rel A, if there 
exists a map F: Xx]>Y such that F(x,o) = f(x) and F(x,l) = g(x) for 
x e X; and such that F(a,t) = f(a) for all (a,t) eAxI. 
Remark. If co^  and oo^  are paths in X, we wrote in the previous 
chapter oo^  - oo^  to denote the fact oo^  - oo^  rel {0,1}. We shall con­
tinue to use this notation for paths alone. 
Definition 2. Let X be a space and let ACZX. The pair (X,A) 
is said to have the homotopy extension property with respect to a space 
Y if, given maps g: X+Y and G: Axl+Y such that g(x) = G(x,o) for x e A, 
there is a map F: Xxl+Y such that F(x,o) = g(x) for x e X and F/Axl = G. 
Definition 3. A map f: X+Y is called a cofibration if, given 
maps g: Y-*Z and G: Xxl+Z (where Z is arbitrary) such that gf(x) = 
G(x,o) for x e X, there is a map F: Yxl+z such that F(y,o) = g(y) for 
y e Y and F(f(x),t) = G(x,t) for x e X, t e I. If f is regarded as a 
map from Xxo to Yxo and g is regarded as a map from Yxo to Z, the 
existence of F is equivalent to the existence of a map represented by 
the dotted arrow which makes the following diagram everywhere commuta­
tive . 
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C 
* X x l 
f 
z 
c 
F 
Y x 0 Y x l 
Remark. It is easy to see that the inclusion map i: A(3X is a 
cofibration if and only if ( X , A ) has the homotopy extension property 
with respect to any space Y : 
Proposition 1. If f: X->Y is a cofibration and a: X-*-Z is a map, the 
existence of g: Y*Z such that gf - a implies the existence of 
g': Y-*Z such that g1 - g and g' f = a. 
Proof. Let G: X x l + Z be a homotopy from gf to a. Then G(x,o) = 
gf(x). 
Since f is a cofibration, there exists a map F: YxI-»-Z such that 
F(y,o) = g(y) for y e Y and F(f(x),t) = G(x,t), for (x,t) e X x l . 
Now, G(x,l) = a. Therefore F(f(x),l) = G(x,l) = a(x). 
Define g': Y-*Z by g(y) = F(y,l) for y e Y. Then g'f = a and 
F is a homotopy from g to g'. 
It will be shown next that this generalized homotopy extension 
problem is equivalent to a homotopy extension problem. To do this, 
we first construct a space called the mapping cylinder. 
Let g: X-KZ be a map and let X x I v Z = W denote the disjoint union 
of X x l and Z . Define an equivalence relation on W as follows: 
(x,l) ~ g(x) for x e X , and (x,l) - (x',1) if and only if g(x) = g(x'). 
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Let Z be the space of all equivalence classes in W with the 
identification topology induced by the map p: W-*Z which sends each 
element in W to its equivalence class in Z . 
We use [x,t] to denote the point of Z corresponding to 
o 
(x,t) e Xxl under p and [z] to denote the point of Zg corresponding to 
z e Z (thus [x,l] = Cg(x)]). 
Define i: X+Z and j: Z+Z by i(x) = [x,o] and j(z) = [z]. 
o o 
Proposition 2. The mappings i and j are imbeddings. 
Proof. If i': X-^ XxIvZ and j': 2->XxIvZ are the natural imbeddings, 
we see that i = pi1, and j = pj '. Therefore i and j are continuous and 
one to one maps. 
If U is a closed set in Z then p _ 1j(U) = UU(g _ 1(U) xi) which 
is closed in X X I V Z because g is continuous. Thus j(U) is closed in Z , 
and hence j is a closed map. 
If V is a closed set in X then i(V) = {[x,o]|(x,o) £ Vx 0}. This 
set is obviously closed in Zg. Therefore i is also a closed map. 
Proposition 3. Let g: X^ -Z be a map and Z be the mapping cylinder of 
g. Then the function r: Z -*Z defined by r([x,t]) = g(x) for x £ X and 
r([z]) = z for z £ Z is a retract. 
Proof. It remains to prove that r is continuous. 
Define h: W+Z by h(x,t) = g(x) if (x,t) e Xxl and h(z) = z if, 
z £ Z. Clearly h/XxI and h/Z are both continuous maps. Also Xxl and 
Z are closed in W, XxIvZ = W and XxIQZ = <J>. Therefore h is itself 
continuous. 
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But rp = h. Since p is an identification, it follows from 
Lemma 1 in Chapter I, Section 1 that r is continuous. 
Proposition 4. For any given map g: X-*Y the maps i: X->Zg and pg: X->Z 
are homotopic. 
Proof. Define F: X*I->Zff by 
F(x,t) = p(x,t) for (x,t) e X*I. 
Clearly, F is continuous. Also F(x,o) = p(x,o) = i(x) and F(x,l) = 
p(x,l) = Cg(x)] = pg(x). We now prove the main result in this section. 
Proposition 5. Given any two maps g: X->Z and f: X->Y, the following two' 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) There is a map h: Y->Z such that hf - g. 
(ii) There is a map F: Z f -> Z such that Fi - g. 
Proof (i) — (ii). According to Proposition 3 there is a 
retract r: Zf->Y given by r([x,t]) = g(x) if (x,t) e X*I and r([y]) = y 
if y £ Y. Let F = hr: Zf->Z. By Proposition 4 we have Fi = 
hri - hrpf = hf - g. 
(ii) = (i). Let h = F/Y. Then, by Proposition 4 we have 
hf = Fpf * Fi = g. 
Corollary 5.1 If f: X-*Y is a cofibration and g: X->Z is a map, the 
following two statements are equivalent. 
(i) There is a map h 1: Y->Z such that h'f = g. 
(ii) There is a map F: Z^ ->Z such that Fi - g. 
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Proof (i) = (ii). Same as in Proposition 5. 
(ii) = (i). By Proposition 5 we know that hf - g where h = F/Y. 
By Proposition 1 there exists h': Y->Z such that h' - h and 
h'f = g. 
Remark. It can be shown (see [3] 14.12) that the imbedding 
i: X->Z_£. is a cofibration, so that (ii) above can be restated to read 
as follows: 
(ii) There is a map F: Z^ -> Z such that Fi = g. 
3. The Homotopy Lifting Property 
In order that the lifting problem of a map be a problem in the 
homotopy class of the map we need an analogue of the homotopy extension 
property, called the homotopy lifting property defined as follows. 
Definition 1. A map p: X->Y is said to have the homotopy lifting 
property with respect to a space X if, given maps f': X->X and F: XxI->Y 
such that F(x,o) = pf'(x) for all x e X, there is a map G: X*I->X such 
that G(x,o) = f'(x) for x e X and F = pG. 
Thus, if f1 is regarded as a map from X x o to X, the existence 
of G is equivalent to the existence of a map represented by the dotted 
arrow which makes the following diagram commutative (where i is the 
inclusion map) 
f t 
Xxo - - • X 
G ' 
P 
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Definition 2. A map p: X + Y is said to be a fibration if p has the 
homotopy lifting property with respect to any space X. 
It is easy to verify that if p is a fibration and f - g, where 
f and g are maps from some space X into Y , then f can be lifted to X 
if and only if g can be lifted to X. Thus if p is a fibration, whether 
or not f can be lifted to X is a property of the homotopy class of the 
map. 
Proposition 1. Let p: X + Y be a fibration and let I O I I + Y be a path in Y 
such that OJ(O) e p(X). Then OJ can be lifted to X. 
Proof. Let x e X be such that p(x ) = OJ(O). If we let {x } 
o o o 
be the one point set, we have the following diagram: 
The existence of OJ follows from the fact that p is a fibration. 
Clearly, OJ is the desired lifting. 
The proposition above suggests the following result. 
Proposition 2. A map p: X+Y is a fibration if and only if there exists 
a lifting function A: Y+X* for p. 
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Proof. The proof involves repeated use of Theorem 2 in 
Chapter 0. 
Suppose p is a fibration. Define ff : Y->X and F: YxI->Y by 
ff(x,oo) = x and F((x,co),t) = u(t) 
Then f f is clearly continuous. Also, F is given by the composition 
where p^ = Y->Y is the projection onto the second factor. Since p 2 is 
continuous it follows from Theorem 2 in Chapter 0 that F is also con­
tinuous . 
Then F((x,oo),o] = OJ(O) = p(x) = pof f(x,w). By the homotopy 
lifting property of p, there is a map F f: YxI->X such that poF f = F and 
Y x I E * Y 
Ff((x,oo),o) = ff(x,w). Define X: Y+X 1 by 
X(x ,uO(t) = F» ((x ,w), t) . 
Then, F f is given by the composition 
Y x I x I 
E 
+ X. 
By Theorem 2 in Chapter 0, it follows that X is continuous. It 
is clear that X is the desired lifting function. 
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Suppose now that p has a lifting function X : Y-+X . 
Let f: X+X and F: Xxl+Y be maps such that pf'(x) = F(x,o). 
Define g: X-^-X''" by (g(x))(t) = F(x,t). Since F is the composition 
e xl 
I I E 
X x I y Y x I > Y, it follows from Theorem 2 of the introduc­
tion that g is continuous. 
Butpf'(x) = F(x,o) = (g(x))(o). Therefore (f'(x),g(x)) e Y. 
Define F f: Xx]>X as the composition 
(f',g)xlT Xxl „ 
X x I Y x I i—* X x I X. 
Again, by Theorem 2 of the introduction, F f is continuous. 
But 
F'(x,o) = X(f'(x),g(x))(o) 
= f (x) 
and 
pF'(x,t) = p(x(f'(x),g(x)))(t) = (g(x))(t) 
= F(x,t). 
Thus p is a fibration. 
Example. We showed in Proposition 6, Section 2, Chapter I, that 
a covering projection has a lifting function. From the proposition 
above it follows that a covering projection is a fibration. 
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Let OJ^ and OJ^ be nomotopic paths in X and p: X + Y be a map. Let 
F: Ix]>x be a homotopy from OJ^ to oo^ . Then pF is clearly a homotopy 
from poo^  to pw^. We then have 
Definition 3. Letp : (X,x Q) ( Y , y ) be a map. Define 
p^: T T (X , X o ) Tr (Y,y o) by p^ ([o)]) = [pu>]. From the observation above it 
follows that p^ is well defined. It is also easy to show that p^ is a 
homomorphism. 
Proposition 3. If p: (X,x ) (Y,y ) is a fibration with unique path 
lifting, p^ is a monomorphism. 
Proof. By Proposition 2 it follows that p has a lifting func­
tion. Then, by Lemma 1, Section 2, in Chapter I, we have that if 
pco^  - poj^ » A(xQ,pa)^) is homotopic to ACx^po^)* Since p has the 
unique path lifting property, it follows that A(xQ,pa)^) = to^  and 
ACx^ jpco^ ) = w . Therefore co^  - and whence the proposition. 
This last result substantially increases the usefulness of the 
next proposition known as the lifting theorem. 
Proposition 4. Let p: (X,X q) (Y,y ) be a fibration with unique path 
lifting and let f: (X,X q) (Y,y ) be a map. Assume that X is path 
connected and locally path connected. A necessary and sufficient 
condition that f have a lifting to (X,x ) is that in Tr(Y,yQ) 
f #(Tr(X,x o))C P #(Tr(X,X Q)) 
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Proof. The condition is clearly necessary for, if a lifting 
f for f exists, then pf1 = f. Therefore 
f #(7T ( X,x Q)) = (pf , ) # ( T T ( X , X O ) ) 
= p #f£(7r (X,x o)) 
<^p # ( 7 r ( X,x o)). 
We show that the converse is also true. 
Since p is a fibration, there is a lifting function X. Also p 
has the unique path lifting property. Furthermore, because of the 
condition, given any closed path co at X q in X , there exists a closed 
path co at X q in X such that fco - poo. The result now follows from 
Chapter I, Section 2, Proposition 7. 
Examples. If S 1 is the unit circle, it may be shown that 
T T ( S 1 , P o ) is isomorphic to the additive group of integers Z (see [1], 
1 - 8 ) . The exponential function exp: R ^ S 1 is easily shown to be a 
covering projection. Since R 1 is contractible, T K R 1 , © ) = { O } Z . 
Thus if a map f: X + S 1 has a lifting f 1 : X + R and X is path connected 
and locally path connected, then f maps every path in X to a path 
homotopic to the constant path. 
Example. Let p: ( X , X q ) •> ( s\l) be a fibration and let 
p^: ( s\l) •> ( s\l) be the map given by P n( z) = zn« It can be shown 
that p ( i r (s\l)) is the subgroup of Z generated by n. Since non-
trivial subgroups of Z are infinite cyclic, Proposition 3 implies that 
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a necessary condition for p n to have a lifting to ( X , X q ) is that 
Tr (X,x Q) z Z. By the lifting theorem it follows that for all multiples 
mn of some integer n, p can be lifted to ( X , x ). 
rmn o 
Corollary 4.1 Let p: ( X , X q ) ->- (Y,yQ) be a fibration with unique path 
lifting. If Y is path connected and locally path connected, then there 
exists a section of p if and only if P ^ ( 7 T ( X , X Q ) ) = 7r(Y,yo). 
Proof. If P ^ ( 7 T ( X , X Q ) ) = 7T(Y,yQ) it follows from Proposition M-
that 1 : (Y,yQ) + (Y,yQ) has a lifting f to ( X , X q ) . Then pf = l y; 
i.e., f is a section of p. 
If p has a section f : (Y,yQ) •> ( X , X q ) then l y = pf . Therefore 
7r(Y,y ) = 1 (TT(Y,y )) 
° # 
= P#f;(ir(Y,yo)) 
7r(Y,yo) = p #(7r (X,x o)). 
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CHAPTER III 
LOCAL FIBRATIONS 
Let p: E-*B be a map and let W be a subset of B . Define 
W Q E x W x I t o b e the set 
W = {(e,oj,s) OJ(S) = p(e)}. 
I An extended lifting function over W is a map A: W-*E such that 
pA(e ,OJ,S )(t) = oj(t) and A(e,oj,s)(s) = e. 
Lemma 1. A map p: E-*B has a lifting function if and only if it has an 
extended lifting function over B*. 
Proof. Suppose p has an extended lifting function over B 1. 
Then, a lifting function X for p is given by A(e,oj) = A(e,oj,o) for 
(e,oj) e B. 
s 
To prove the converse, given a path OJ in B, let OJs and OJ be the 
paths defined by 
if 0 < t < s 
o> ( t ) = 
o)(o) if s < t < 1 
and 
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u>S(t) = 
i 
Then co (o) = u>(s) = coS(o). Next define f : B^XI-^B 1 and f°: B^XL-^B 1 by 
s o • 
f (co.s) = co and f°(co,s) = coS. We show that f and f° are continuous, 
o s o 
Define J ( Z I X I "to be the set J - {(s,t)|t<s} and let J " 2 ( Z IXI 
be the set J " 2 = {(s,t)|t>s}. Clearly J {J J 2 = I X L . Define k 1: J ^ I 
by k(s,t) = s-t and k 2: k2(s,t) = ®' Clearly, k^ and k 2 are 
cont inuous. 
Let B 1 = { (co,s,t) I t^SjCoeB 1 } and B 2 = { (co,s,t) | s^t jCoeB 1 } . Then 
B B 2 = B I X I X I and B and B 2 are closed subsets of B I X I X I . 
Define = B^ -*B and F2: B2-*B as the compositions 
J
 T
 1B I > < kl
 nI _ E _ , nI T 1 B I X k 2 _I _ E _ -B X j • B X I • B and B X • B X I • B, 
respectively. Then F (co,s,t) = co(s-t) and F2(co,s,t) = co(o) are both 
continuous functions on B^ and B , respectively. Since F^/B^P\ B 2 = 
F 2/B^P| B , we may define a continuous function F: B ^ X I X I-^B such that 
F/B = F and F/B2 = F . 
f X L 
But the composition (B X I ) X L — - • B X I • B is exactly F. 
From Theorem 2 in Chapter 0 it follows that f is continuous. In a 
similar manner we may show that f° is also continuous. 
Let X be the lifting function for p, and define A: B^E* by 
oj(s+t) i f 0 < t < 1 - s 
OJ(1) if 1 - s < t < 1 
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A(e,co,s)(t) = 
X(e,co )(s-t) if 0 < t < s 
s 
[X(e,coS)(t-s) if s < t < 1 
Then A(e,u>,s)(s) = e and pA(e,u>,s)(t) = co(t). 
We shall prove that A is continuous, thereby establishing A as 
an extended lifting function. 
Define J- .C 1 x 1 a n d J 9 C I x I as before. Let D = 
E x B 1 x j H B 1 x I. Clearly D 1 is closed in B 1 x I C Z E X B 1 X I x I . 
Define k 1 = J ^ I b v k1(s,t) = s-t and let p : I x l + I by the first 
projection. Then the function (p^,k^): J^ -KExi defined as 
(p1,k1)(s,t) = (p1(s,t),k1(s,t)) 
= (s,s-t) 
is continuous. 
Define F^: D^E as the composition 
IExl x(p i ; k i) 
D • ExB x l x l — - — - — = — • B x l — * E x l E 
Every one of these functions is continuous and hence F^ is continuous. 
We may show in exactly the same manner that the function 
F^: D^E defined by F^ (e",oj,s,t) = X(e,co )(t-s) is also continuous where 
D 2 = E x B 1 x J 2 G B 1 x I and J 2 = {(s,t)|t>s}. 
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Clearly D_U D, = B x I and Dn and D. are closed sets. Also, J
 1 2 1 2 9 
if s = t then 
F1(e,oo,s,t) = X(e,ws)(0) = e = A(e,ooS)(0) = F (e,w,s,t). 
We may then define a continuous F on B"^ xi by setting F/D^ = F^ and 
F/D = F 
I A X 1 I I E 
But the composition B * I > E x I — • E is exactly F. 
Therefore, by Theorem 2 in Chapter 0, it follows that A is continuous. 
We now make use of the theorems about cozero sets stated in 
Chapter 0 to prove the following proposition from [2], 3.2, Chapter XX 
Proposition 1. Let p: E->B be a map and assume that there is a nbd-
finite covering {U^|8eB} of B by cozero sets such that each 
-1 -1 
p/p (U ): p (U ) -> U is a fibration. Then p is a fibration. 
P P p 
Proof. We shall construct a lifting function for p. 
For each finite set {B^...^^ of indices, define W(3 , ...,3n) 
{alaeB1 and a(t) e U_ for t e I, = 
n , k 
k-1 k 
n n 
}. Then W ( e i 5 . . . , e n ) = 
D (I.,U„ ). Since U Q . I S a cozero set, it follows from Theorem 4(c) I ' I 3. pi i=l I 
in Chapter 0 that (I^,Ug ) is also a cozero set. By Theorem 4(a) in 
i 
Chapter 0, W( 3-^ 9. .. »$n) is itself a cozero set. 
For each positive integer n let 
W ' = { W ( 8 . , . . , , 8 ) ( 8 . , . . . , 8 ) e B*B* ••• xs(n-times)} n 1 n 1 ' n 
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Then [J W = W is clearly an open covering of B . Furthermore, each 
n>l n
 x 
family W is nbd-finite: given X £*B , the compact a(I)CZ B has a nbd 
V meeting at most finitely many U^, so the nbd (I,V) of a can meet at 
most finitely many sets in W . According to Theorem 5 in Chapter 0, 
W has a nbd-finite refinement {W y e M} by cozero sets. 
For each W let D f E x W * I be the subspace 
y y y 
= {(e,a,s)|p(e) = a(s)}. We next construct a continuous 
X : D ->E^  such that X (e,a,s)(s) = e and pX (e,a,s)(t) = a(t) for 
y y y y 
each (e,a,s) £ D , t e I. 
' y 
Given W select some W ( 3 ) C~ W and for each i=l,2,...,n y 1 n ^ — y 
let be an extended lifting function for the fibration p/p ^(U^ ): 
p (U_ ) U Q which exists by Lemma 1. 
i 3i 
For each a e W let a. be the path that agrees with a on I. and y l r to l 
is constant elsewhere. Let (e,cx,s) £ and let k be an integer such 
that s £ I, . Then, because p(e) = a(s) so that e £ p ^(UR ), we set k P k 
>(t) = Ak(e,ak,s)(t) if t £ L 
lk-l 
k-1 k-1 
n , ak-l' n (t) if t £ I k-1 
+1 
k] k 
n , ak+l' n (t) if t £ I k+1 
and radiate outward. This path is uniquely determined. Also if s = —, 
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so that s e I v f| ^ k+i5 "then it is easy to see that the same path OO is 
obtained, when i s taken as the starting point; similarly for the 
case s = — — e I. fl I, 
n k' 1 k-1 
We next show that A : D -*E defined by A (e,a,s)(t) = OO(t) is 
continuous. For each i < k, A 
if i > k, A. 
1 
i-1 i-1 
DJ | , a . , 
n I n 
I I 
— ,a . , — 
n l n I. is continuous. Also, l 
I. is continuous. From the way in which 
they are defined, it is clear that these n pieces fit together. Using 
the same method as in Lemma 1, after a lengthy computation we see that 
A xl 
the composition * I — • E x I — • E, which sends (e,OO,s,t) into 
OO(t), is continuous. It follows from Theorem 2 in Chapter 0 that A is 
y 
continuous and it is easy to see that A^  satisfies the other require­
ments of a generalized lifting function. 
Select a definite open covering {U} of such that each U meets 
only finitely many sets W^. For each U let B^ = B C\ (E*U) CE^B 1. Well 
order the indexing set M and choose a definite characterizing function 
C : W ->I for the cozero set, W . Given U e {U}, let y, < y_ < ••• < y 
y y y 1 2 n 
be the indices of all sets W meeting U, and define n continuous real-
y 
valued functions on U by 
r n 
t (a) = . 7 C (a)/ 7 C (a) r=l,...,n. 
i=l Ui i=l yi 
Define X : B -^ E by: 
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X (e,a)(t) = X (e,a,o)(t) if o<t<t.(a) 
U yi 
= X^ (X(J(e,a)(t1(a)),a,t1(a)) if t1(a)<t<t2(a) 
Then X(e,a)(o) = e and pX (e,a)(t) = a(t). We shall postpone the 
lengthy proof of the continuity of X^ until the end of this chapter. 
Now, observe-that t. , (a) = t.(a) whenever a | W . It follows 
l-l 1 ^i 
that the value of XrT at (e,a) depends only on the sets W that contain 
\J J y 
a. In fact, if £, < £ . < • • • < £ are the indices of the sets W that 
' 1 2 m y 
r m 
contain a, then letting q (a) = £ C (a)/ £ C (a) r=l,...,m, we 
r
 i=l i=l H 
find that 
Xu(e,a)(t) = X^  (e,a,o)(t) if oltlq^a) 
= Xg. (Xu(e,a)(q1(a)),a,q1(a))(t) if q1(a)<t<q(a) 
We conclude from this observation and the fact that M is well ordered 
that, if (e,a) £ B ^ O B y, then X (e9a) = Xy(e,a) for U,V in {U}. 
Therefore, since {B (U e {U}} is an open covering of B, and since 
X |S O § v = Xyll^PI B^ for all V,U e {U} we can define a continuous 
X: B->E^  by setting X | B^ = X^. Clearly X is the desired lifting 
function. 
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Definition 1. A map p: E->B is a local fibration if there is an 
open covering {U} of B such that p/p "'"(U): p "'"(lO-HJ is a fibration for 
each U e {U}. 
Corollary 1.1 Let p: E->B be a map and assume that B is paracompact. 
Then p is a fibration if and only if p is a local fibration. 
Proof. It is clear that every fibration is a local fibration. 
To prove the converse, let {U} be the open covering of B of the 
( 
definition. Since B is paracompact, {U} has a nbd-finite refinement 
{V^}. By Theorem 3 in Chapter 0 since B is normal, there is a nbd-
finite refinement { } of {V^} composed of closed sets. Also there is 
is a continuous function C : B+I such that C (W ) = 1 and C.(B-V ) = 0. 
P P p p p 
Let = C^Cl-to}). Then U ^ V ^ and hence, p / p " 1 ^ ) : p" 1 U )-HJ is 
a fibration since it is the restriction of a fibration. Also C is a 
P 
characterizing function for U. and therefore, U Q is a cozero set. Since 
P P 
W D C Z u o C v3 n it follows that {U.} is nbd-finite. The hypothesis of 
P P 1 P 
Lemma 1 are now satisfied. Thus p is a fibration. 
We end this chapter by providing a proof of the continuity of 
the function X^: B ^ + E 1 as defined in Proposition 1, Chapter 3. 
Let (e,a) e B^ and let (K,V) be a subbasic open set in E 1 con­
taining X (e,a). Since X is continuous, there exist open sets E n C Z E , 
I ^ n 
B C I B and I T I such that XM(e,a)(t .(a)) e E , a e B and n n^— U n-1 n n 
t Aa) e I ; and such that X ( E xB xlJOD ) C ( K [t .(a),l],V). 
n-1 n y n n n y n-1 
n n 
By definition, then 
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X [X n(e,A)(t 0 ( A ) ) , A , t _(A)](t N ( A ) ) = Xn(e,A)(t . ( A ) ) y , U n-2 n-2 n-1 U n-1 
n-1 
X xi 
yn-l 
which is an element in E . Now, the composition D x I • 
I E . 11 . y n _ 1 
E x I — y E is continuous since X is continuous. Thus there are 
i V l 
open sets E -jCI E, B C I B , I J C Z I and 0 ( Z I so that 
Xu(e,a)(tn_2(a)) e E n_ 1, a e B ^ , t N _ 2 ( A ) z 1 ^ and t ^ t a ) £ 0 ^ 
and such that (again, since X is continuous) 
yn-l 
X (E x B x I n D ) ( 0 . ) C E , y
 n n-1 n-1 n-1 y n n-1 — n n-1 n-1 
and 
\ <E„-1 X V l X V i n D , > < = ( K tt N _ 2 ( A).t N _ 1 ( A ) ] . V) 
'n-1 " - " - " ~ V l 
Since t . is continuous, an open set B T
 nC~" such that a e B' 
n-1 r n-1— n-1 
and t . (B' ) C 0
 N H 1 • we then have: n-1 n-1 n-1' 1 n 
\ / En-1 * V l ^ C l * V l H % ) C(Kn[t n. 2(a), V l(a)],V) 
n-1 n-1 
X (E x B . H B' x I f \ D ) ( 0 . ) C E y , n-1 n-1 n-1 n-1' 1 y
 n n-1 — n n-1 n-1 
and t
 n(B n Pi B ' ) C~ I • These are all the requirements needed. n-1 n-1' 1 n-1 ^- n 
We may proceed inductively and obtain open sets E^ containing e, B^ 
and B^ containing a, and I, containing o such that 
\ I ( C El X B lH B l X I N ] n D y ) ( t l ( B I N B I ) ) C E 2 , X ( C E ^ n B ^ L ^ H D ) C 
(KOCO.t (O)],V) and ^ ( B ^ B J ) 0 2 -
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Note that the set 0 , found above was only used as a tool in 
n-1 
order to obtain B 1 _ . In the last step it is understood that B* was 
n-1 r - 1 
obtained in the same manner. 
n-1 
Let B = ( P) B . O B l ) f l B . From the construction above it fol-
i=l 
lows that e e E l 9 a e B, ^ ( E ^ BD^) C (K,V) and whence X^ is 
continuous. 
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